CH3 on trail

An armed hold-up man bursts into a Bank and forces the cashier to load a sack full of
cash. On his way out the door with the loot a brave customer grabs the hood and pulls
it off revealing the robber's face. The robber shoots the guy without hesitation!
He then looks around the bank to see if anyone else has seen him. One of the cashiers
is looking straight at him and the robber shoots him also.
Everyone by now is very scared and looking down at the floor. Did anyone else see
my face?' calls the robber. There are a few moments silence, then a hasher, looking
down, tentatively raises his hand and says: 'I think me wife may have caught a glimpse....'

Sorry Guys from Legover.
Sorry guys, been away on hols so have missed all the latest emails (mainly because they are
swept into a separate email folder and I tend to ignore them), so playing catch-up, but let me get
this straight - Taxi has come out and Mr B-@stard is happy about this but at the same time is
telling him to “take it steady”?
OK, err, wow, err, well, err, let me first congratulate Taxi on having the courage to “come out”
on such a public forum - I am glad it is all out in the open (so to speak)!
That said, I think it is a little sad that it has taken you so long for you to reach this stage in your
life, where you felt that you could trust the CH3 enough to tell us, I mean come on, we all knew
– or at least heavily suspected anyway. I mean, you drive a Toyota Celica for god sake – it just
screams “batting for the other side”!
As for Simon’s (the other one, not me, or blouse) advice, I would say YOU GO GIRL!! Knock
yourself out, have a ball (quite literally) and enjoy it as I suspect there is a lot of catching up to
do!
I am not too sure about the various euphemisms involved when playing on your team, but I say
have as many “gigs” as you can handle matey!
Cheers n beers (and anything else that rhymes with cheers)
LegOver

Happy Easter

Love Baastard
What is the difference between a dog and a fox? About 5 pints

Run No: 1953
Date: 06-Mar-2016
Venue: Black Horse, 63 Orchard Rd, Melbourn
Hares: Toed Bedsores & Goldfinger
Scribe: Lightning
Almost immediately upon arriving at the pub car park, Fit But Dim told me that I was to be the scribe. Oh dear,
I thought, not only do I have a bad memory, but I’m always at the back and so will not know what is happening
up front. Moreover, I didn’t have a pen and paper. Upon telling Fit But Dim this, he offered to give me his
notes after the run. Ok, I thought, I’m sure I will be able to read his notes. Wrong! Anyway, not wishing to
spoil a good story with the facts, here we go.
Goldfinger actually wasn’t at the run as he had been called away to Wales for a funeral and was hoping to get
back in time for down downs, leaving Wales at six in the morning. Unfortunately he didn’t make it. He must
have chosen one of his slower Ferrari’s for the journey. Anyway, apparently a lot of the trail was laid on Friday
and by some miracle a lot of it was still there. (Tip, use sawdust, not flour in such circumstances. The wildlife
likes to eat flour.) Anyway, some of the trail was live, especially for the walkers who could choose indicated
short cuts instead of the runners trail.
We had a lovely visitor from Sweden whose name looks like Linnea according to my scrap of paper. It was
announced before the run that the landlady would put on a free buffet and it turned out to be jolly nice. She got
a well deserved down down after the run for this.
After Compoota (that’s Norfolk speech for Bedsores wife) pointed us in the right direction (for walkers that is),
we came across several hazards which in fact Bedsores had warned us about as being Health and Safety issues.
A wooden bridge over a stream had a plank missing (broken leg hazard), we had to cross the main A10 (getting
run over hazard), and cross over a railway line (suicide or euthanasia hazard). Now, when we walkers got to
the railway apparently Pedro was standing on the line taking photographs and forced the train to make an
emergency stop. Fortunately the train missed and Pedro got back to the pub to tell the tale and he reckoned that
the train was stopping at Meldreth Station when it braked. Sure it was. Inevitably he got a down down for that.
I think Clinger, Madmonk, It’ll Come Off and U Bend all got down downs for SCB’ing. Style (or is it Stile)
Guro got one for wearing a yellow top. God knows why. (We don’t have a hasher called God do we.) Oh yes,
it’s the Grand Master. Why Why gave her father a down down for something, don’t know why why why Delila.
We could sing a song about that couldn’t we children.
Just remembered something. While You’re Down There offered to do something for me while she was down
there doing up her shoes. She did up my shoes. What else you naughty people.
The Grandmattress gave down downs to Just give me One for farting, and Shamcock for peeing. The
Cambridge Hash IS the most sophisticated hash in the world bar none. Shamcock pointed out that the area
around which we hashed is tops in terms of the Vole population in this country. Not a lot a people know that.
Apparently there are so many, they use Volekswagens to move them around to other parts of the country. (There
is one sentence in the last paragraph which isn’t true cos. I made it up.)
This bit is true; on some streets in Melbourn we came across little pink circles, which were fading away with
time, apparently put there perhaps for no reason other than that some demented local wanted to decorate the
pavements because perhaps they were not pretty enough. But no, it was the Dog Poo Fairy whose actions were
spiriting away the dog poo left on the pavement by selfish, lazy dog walkers who couldn’t be bothered to pick
it up.
The beer was nice, the pub was nice, the landlady was nice, pity about the Hare. No seriously, nice one.

Good Riddance to Bad Rubbish?
British Hashers can breathe a sigh of relief -— Moroccan Mole has left the country.
After terrorising both the Cambridge H3 and the Cantabrigensis H3 for the last two years — including
the last year as the Sunday group's Religious Adviser — Mole has returned home to the land of the
septics.
About 40 of us gathered 18 Sept. at the St. Radegund Pub in King's Street to see Mole off (i.e., make
sure he was actually leaving). We plied him with tons of gin, filled his belly with Chinese food and,
in sweet tones, told him to f@*# off. He flew out three days later.
Mole told us all that "the hashing world is small" and that no doubt he would see us all again —
including possibly for the 2000th run in 2017. So with that threat delivered — YE BE WARNED!
Here's to Moroccan Mole, he's true blue ...

On On!
Spicy Bear
Computer calls Bedsores and says, "Please come over here and help
me. I have a killer jigsaw puzzle, and I can't figure out how to get
started."
Toed Bedsores asks, "What is it supposed to be when it's finished?"
The little silver haired Harriett says, "According to the picture on the
box, it's a rooster."
Ted decides to go over and help with the puzzle.
She shows him where she has the puzzle spread all over the table.
He studies the pieces for a moment, then looks at the box, then turns to her and says,
"First of all, no matter what we do, we're not going to be able to assemble these pieces into anything resembling a rooster."
He takes her hand and says, "Secondly, I want you to relax. Let's have a nice cup of tea, and then,"
he said with a deep sigh ................

"Let's put all the Corn Flakes back in the box."

ROTT 2016
The Really Over The Top is al set for September 16th to 18th 2016
For more details and registration go to:http://toedsh3-admin.com/rott2016/

Not to get technical but according to chemistry, alcohol is a solution.

CH3 Run 1957 -The Monkfield Arms Cambourne CB23 6EY
Hares - Pedro & Imelda (?)

http://www.monkfieldarmspub.co.uk/
Runners - A lot, maybe 60?
Newies – 3
Returnees - Nope
The Words

The weather forecast stated it would be “sunny and about 14 degrees”, but it seemed to be
bloody freezing as we all trooped in for another welcome visit to the Monkfield. Spring
was definitely in the air with a returning Squeak, Cruella De Hash, Uncle Bob and Posh
to name a few.
The spring sale offensive was in evidence and the weather did seem somewhat nicer that in
recent weeks, buoyed with this I absent-mindedly said hi to Slaphead and without paying
attention realised he’d sold me a tee shirt.
As various people arrived a vast array of Whittles arrived including several new
friends’/family members, no wonder the hash is getting quite large, by my estimates the
whittle contingent comprised of a good 45% of the hash. Elsewhere Pugwash, Deep Shit,
Legover & Shiggy Twoshoes, Taxidermist, Antar, Googly, Kermit, Bastard, Hold it
for me, It’ll Come Off, Big Swinger, a Toed- less Computer, Fit But Dim and Woody
Hollow arrived.
I was regaling Taxi with the time I happened to be in a Builders Merchants and this large
sweaty Irish labourer came in and stood close to me waiting to get served, I couldn’t
believe the conversation that developed;
“Morning Sir, how can I help you?”
“Well, now, I’m building meself a Barbecue and I reckon I’m wantin‘ 14,865 London
bricks”
“But Sir, that can’t be right – a square meter of bricks contains 60 bricks, most three sided
barbecues there for take about 200 bricks on average!” exclaimed the assistant.
“ Don’t y’think I know dat, y’fookin’ eejit, I’m on the 14th floor”

Cambourne is a new town and described as “and
civil parish in Cambridgeshire, England, in the
district of South Cambridgeshire. It lies on theA428
road between Cambridge, 9 miles (14 km) to the
east, and St Neots and Bedford to the west. It
comprises the three villages of Great Cambourne,
Lower Cambourne and Upper Cambourne. The area
is close to Bourn Airfield. The final population is
expected to be around 10,000. Cambourne has
recently been used by government departments and
in school geography lessons as it provides a useful
case study of designing and building a settlement
from scratch.
Cambourne
It is the largest settlement in South Cambridgeshire, with a population just over 8,000 in the
2011 UK census. The population continues to rise sharply each year because of continued
house-building and a very high birth rate”. Legover summed this up more succinctly and
with far greater brevity by saying “It’s like prison, only newer”…………………………
Our discussion was halted by the arrival of our beloved leaders Daffidildo and Doggystyle
who began to round everyone up. By now our numbers had swelled to include Spicy Bear
& Forest Dump, Benghazi, Blowback, Wai Wai & Little Blow, Jetstream, Gorilla,
Chimp, While You’re Down There, Checkpoint, Klinger, Kling On & The Earl of
Pampisford arrived.
The circle was called and Daffi muttered something about us being here again and it is
something like the 5th time we’ve been here as fare as records go, but there are plenty of
trails and after Pedro & Imelda showed us the symbols, we were off! …a nd not in either
of the two usual directions, causing mayhem – consequently, walkers and runners began to
collide and cut each other up spectacularly.
The on was called through a copse with well laid
out footpaths and Pedro had baffled all of us by
running two consecutive trails either side of the
wood so we could all hear each other but no one
could see a thing.
Emerging from the copse we were in Upper
Cambourne and along a stretch of pleasant urban
sprawl “More like Stalag 15” muttered a sweaty
Legover as he sped past.
In looking at the aerial view of Cambourne, ok, he may have a point there but it seemed
pleasant enough.
The trail snaked in and out of various roads and footpaths and for once I was lucky coming
out close to the Church before opening up onto an open grassed area and a check caused a
halt to the proceedings as Daffi shot off in the wrong direction, as did your scribe, with Muff
Diver finding the true trail and then we doubled back beside another newly built estate1 of
1….or

wing of the existing prison according toLegover

Actually, the lakes looked relatively picturesque dappled with the early spring sunshine,
but the whole idyllic scene was somewhat overshadowed by the aforementioned
building site on the opposite side – a kind of relatively
swept version of Beirut. The pack was thinning out now
like an MP’s promises after being elected and it was no
small wonder to find that the knitting circle where
nowhere to be seen with the pack nowhere either. Fit But
Dim and Shiggy Two shoes headed off into the distance
and then we were up and around a new trail or at least a
trial we were once familiar with but had now had houses
plonked all over it rendering the area unrecognisable.
Eventually we were back on familiar ground, but to our surprise, Pedro had double bluffed us
and sent us via the more interesting back roads through to Caxton where the river had over run
the road and swelled the existing ford to overflow. Vajazzled headed past with Woody
Hollow and picked up the check which sent us across a foot bridge and over a field heading
back towards the civilisation of Cambourne.
As we approached the south east corner of the outlying fields of Cambourne it became
apparent that we still had about a mile to go and that there were still several routes back to the
pub. Fit But Dim & Daffi were absolutely miles ahead, but to my deep joy they’d missed a
very cunningly placed arrow by a footbridge which sent us across a virginal field – brilliant
trail laying by the hares that!
By now we’d done about 3 miles and most of us were about done in as a direct result. Pedro
took pity on us and nodded in the right direction and we arrived at a fairly main road and on
through someone’s rather extensive lands, much to their considerable chagrin as their
normally tame Red Setter was clearly going mental over the arrival of several mud spattered
sweaty people.
The latter part of the trail had a neat double bluff in the form of two routes round the same
pond and I was p******d off to find that Hold it for me and I were badly wrong on this one.
It was then up a steep1 muddy field to the familiar site of the man-made mountain. Some who
weren’t paying attention went up and over but Pedro kindly told us to go round the mountain
and we were greeted with the familiar site of the way to relative sanity.
Most of you missed it but there was the sight of the Harry Potter reference we all headed past
as we ran parallel to the houses backing onto the parkland where they evidently practice a
variety of interesting sports aside from dogging, including the Harry Potter approved
Quidditch.
Amazingly, Pedro had thrown us all and had dropped us in on the West side of Cambourne,
meaning that we got in near the Council offices and the On Inn was spotted on the lead in to
Morrissons. A short hop down the main drag lead us into the very welcome sight of the
Monkfield arms.
1
2

Well, by Cambridge flat-as-fuck Standards anyway.

Luckily this is a large and ok kind of pub and Pedro & Imelda had ensured a phenomenal spread
as bowls of really good chips, Wotsits, quiche, sausage rolls and some slightly dodgy cold battered
mushrooms (!) arrived and were set upon by the starving masses. A brilliant and wonderful trail
laid by the Hares and with a touch of spring in the air too. Eventually the large and unruly circle
was prodded into life and the Down Downs were awarded too;
The Hares – Pedro & Imelda
It’ll Come Off – for having the prime body of a hasher and was seen smoking bed=fore, during
and after the hash (according to Fit But Dim anyway??)
Pugwash – something to do with some sexual innuendo here but as Pugwash’s home is ona
Marina Fit But Dim asked the ladies if it was “the length / width” or the “motion of the Ocean”
that did it for them ?1
Newie – Stewart for generally being a Virgin, but welcome anyway ☺
Imelda – For being overheard saying “ I like the little things in life” (I can’t read the next
allegation?)
Doggy Style also awarded several DD’s but I forgot to write them down so, it’s a little vague
here, but Woody Hollow was awarded for openly admitting she didn’t wash her hands a lot and
wee’d behind cars before setting off when the pub wasn’t open.
….and the amazing sight of Spicy Bear & Pugwash together in the circle for some ungodly
reason while the GM openly humped Fit But Dim in the circle
Thanks god it was all over by this point.
On On
Big Blouse

1

The thing is, I’ve no idea why this was asked, but for future reasons of bribery,
innuendo & corruption, its been strongly alleged here.

Hash 1955, Polhill Arms, Renhold
Every day is precious. We must fill each one with happiness, friendship, dreams of hashing and
memories, each day a blank new trail to lay and to drink beer. It was a lovely sunny start to the day
giving nice thoughts when Keep It Clean and I found the Polhill Arms in Renhold. The pub confused
us with a sign that told the RUNNERS to park in the field beyond the car park -- We are Harriers.
It was a pleasant change to not travel far to the Hash, when Bastard started groaning about the forty
minutes journey to get there. I explained we travel at least that most weeks and he could have got the
X5 to Bedford. Though, daft Bastard would have got off in MK.
Daffy called the circle nominating Kermit RA and me scribe (thank you). He called hares Big
Swinger and Slaphead for them to advise the hash that it would be a longish trail with lamas and sheep
(why did everyone look at poor Klinger then). However, due to lambing they had shortened the hash
and compensated by adding a beer stop.
I noted then that the hash was looking very young today. With extensive scientific data gathering and
calculations the hash, it appears, was averaging 16 years old.
Calculations:Waiwai
2
years
Josephine
0.1 years
Orion
0.2 years
Keep it Clean
16 years
Average age of rest
65 years
Total
83. 3
divided by 5 = 16 and a bit years old
At that age the pack should have been springing around with the lambs!!
The trail took off and ran along gentle rolloping slopes with checks two and three giving good vistas
over Bedford, Milton Keynes and to the Chiltern Hills in the distance.
Daffey was fist to one of the following checks where Keep it Clean and Wimp got there soon after.
Wimp asked Keep it Clean did she want to go up hill or down and he would check the other way.
Later in the circle Daffey construed this as one of us going up and one of us going down in a crude
sort of way. --- What sort of people are you – you – you- 16 year olds. Your diet is Mc Donalds, your
pastime is texting and moaning, your goals are to avoid standing out in any way and want everything
immediately.
You ort to be publicly pis—d on etc etc.
In not such a long distance we came to a BN then BVN then bumped into Slapheads car with beer and
very nice beer too. Not seemingly good enough for Shamcock and Ubend who took across the road
to the farmers stalls – coming back with arms full of stuff and a large garden pot of flowers.
Shamcock said they were for the old cow next door, to let him into her garden so Ubend can paint
their guttering. They put the stuff into Slapheads car weighing it down. He drove back to the pub
pointing towards the sky and straining to see over his bonnet at the road.
A plesant trot back to the pub saw Waiwai drag her daddy to the pub slide and keep him there.
The polhill Arms was a very nice pub thank you hares.
The circle was called and the following offences were recorded:both hares Slaphead and Big Swinger for their efforts today
Shamcock and Ubend for shopping at the beer stop
Googly for stroking willey
Cerys for peeing
While Your Down There – not sure but she got one
Bastard for death threats
Klinger for being on the turn to lamas
Bengazie for playing with a washing machine
Antar for putting his foot in it – a dog bowl
Thank you Big Swinger and Slaphead for a great hash

Only twelve and a half hours since the run finished and I’ve already rec’d two emails from Toed
informing me that I’m scribe. Task 1 – put toedsh3-admin.com on my spam list so all future emails go
straight into my “junk mail box”. Task 2 – correct header on this template as Doggy Style was not a
Hare. She was in Germany until late on Saturday night and then spent all night putting clocks back,
realigning sun dials and even moving standing stones to ensure that everyone knew the correct time
and didn’t turn up at the Green Man an hour or two late. And it worked, everyone was there on time
(with the exception of The Earl of Pampisford and Only Me who knew the correct time but couldn’t
be arsed to get up an hour early).
Lovely sunny morning, and off we set down the lane. Would it clockwise or anti-clockwise?
Suspecting a left hander, I mused on Wordsworth’s famous poem and “wondered loney as a cloud
that floats on high o’er vale and hills, when all at once I saw a crowd, a host, of golden daffodils.” But
wait, were that daffodils? Or daffidils? Or even daffydils? Casting my mind back to 2003 when we ran
here and Ron was christened, well, they must be daffodils as he was Christened Daffodildo at this
very same pub.
Following a trail from the first check I came across a red arrow. What was this? I know we’re close to
Duxford but is there an air display today? Deciding that there wasn’t, I ignored the arrow and carried
on until I was reunited with Deepshit and Shiggy Two Shoes at the front of the pack. Again, a choice
of trails at the next check confused half the pack who found a turn-back and not realising that the
true trail came in from the side just 50 yards ahead, dutifully turned back, rather than follow Toed
Bedsores straight on.
At the next check there were footpaths going straight on and right, so Lady Slipstream checked out
left and finding dust, led the pack into the woods. This was where the true hash trail started, with
plenty of shiggy to overcome as the trail wended its’ way through the trees. This part of the trail
caused panic amongst the walkers, Little Blow almost dropping Just Josie into the mire before being
rescued by Doggy Style. Credit for assisting most harriettes through the bog went to Double Top
who, it is reported, lay down and let them walk over her to avoid getting their dainty feet wet.
At the road Klinger took a sharp left back to the pub but Wai-Wai refused to follow, insisting that
Blowback carried her for the whole trail. The clouds began to thicken and stopped “floating o’er vales
and hills” and it started to piss down. It was so wet, windy and cold that the FRBs hardly noticed that
they were plodding through even more dark, deep shiggy.
The pub sign said “dogs, children and muddy boots, welcome” but although hashers were also
welcome, we were corralled into the small bar with only a square foot per person. The rain stopped
and the sun came out in time for the circle, with Kermit and Jetstream both taking credit for the
“lovely” weather. A random selection of returnees were rewarded for keeping away and virgin Just
Laura welcomed into the Whittle hashing clan. In fact our clan got value for money this week with
down-downs for Jetstream, Little Blow, Slipped in and Laura (two). Would have been half a dozen if
Unmentionable had accepted hers for nibbling Strap-On’s nuts, instead of which the tables were
reversed and he got it for leaving his nuts unattended on the bar. On a similar theme Taxidermist got
a half for losing his bone, which even the dogs wouldn’t touch once they’d sniffed it.
All in all, a really decent hash run, plenty of water, shiggy and good beer. THHHanks to Daffy for laying
a new trail in an area where we thought we’d done all the possibilities. Is his correct handle
DaffOdildo, DaffIdildo or DaffYdildo? The jury is still out!

What happens on the Hash stays on the Hash.

We got so drunk last night we
searched for our El Rave for
half an hour while he helped
us look...
What does a woman and
Kentucky Fried Chicken
have in common? By the
time you're finished with
the breast and thighs, all
you have left is the greasy
box to put your bone in.

You have a barking dog at the
back door wanting to get in
and your wife's yelling at the
front wanting to get in.
Which one do you let in? The
dog, once he's in, he shuts up!

If I ever go missing and there’s a big search party out looking for me, you
can save time by not looking at any gyms.

I have to laugh when Antar says “I need my beauty sleep.” NOPE, you
need to hibernate.”

What is the difference between a genealogist and a gynecologist? A
genealogist looks up your family tree. A gynecologist looks up your family
bush.

I am fully aware that the voices in my head aren't real....it's just that their ideas are so awesome!

Runs for May 2016
All runs start at 11 am (GM Please note)

Latest details www.ch3.co.uk

Hare raiser Double Top

Run No. 1961: 01-May-2016
Three Horseshoes, Barrow, IP29 5AP
Hares Debonaire
Run No. 1962: 08-May-2016
Buckden Marina Clubhouse, Buckden Marina, PE19 5QS
Hares Pugwash & Pugwash
The Mad Hatters Tea Party - Please wear a hat!!
Want to eat? Please call 01480 810355
Run No. 1963: 15-May-2016
Icklton Lion, Ickleton, CB10 1SS
Hares One for his Knob & it`ll come off
Run No. 1964: 22-May-2016
Cherry Tree, Soham, CB7 5AH
Hares Doggystyle & Debonaire
Run No. 1965: 29-May-2016
Plume of Feathers, Ickleford, SG5 3YD
Hares Kermit & Antar

Grand Master - Daffidildo
Grand Mattress - Doggystyle
Joint Master - Wimp & Hold It For Me
Joint Mattresses - Woody Hollow & Wai Wai
Religious Advisor - Fit but Dim
Verger - Kermit
Hare Raiser - Double Top
Edit Hare - Toed Bedsores
Web Master - El Rave

Hash Cash - While Your Down There
Assistant - Debonaire
Hash Stats - Pedro
Beer Master - Benghazi
Apprentice - Muthutucker
Assistants - Beerstop
Song Master - B@stard
Haberdash - Slaphead & Benghazi
Hash Horn - Muff Diver & Fit but Dim
Hash Flash - Paparazzi & Pedro
ch3.co.uk

